
Automatic flat  glass loading-unloading 
machine, with patented sectional 

storage roller system

Studio 1 Industrial Automations was
established in 1984 as an engineering
company for automatic machinery,
going on to develop new projects
and solutions for the glass industry
in 1996. This article takes an 
in-depth look at the ideas and
products behind the foundation 
of the company and the way it
presents itself to the market.
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NTRODUCING THE COMPANY
“Capability to see far”, in this way 
Studio 1 introduces itself. This slogan

sums up the whole mission of the company,
which has been present on the automatic equip-
ment engineering market since 1984, and 
which became a manufacturer of plants, machi-
nery and equipment for several production 
sectors in 1990, among which, the glass sec-
tor, in 1996. The spirit of the company is
founded exactly upon this concept, i.e. the
ability, result of experience, of accepting new
challenges and of being projected towards
new production horizons. 
Studio 1’s activities are based on the engi-
neering and construction of special machines
for glass handling, storage, palletizing, screen
printing and automatic warehouses.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
Besides a stable presence in Italy and Europe,
Studio 1 has widened its market to new 
countries, such as the United States, Mexico,
Brazil,  Turkey and Thailand. Within 
the factory of Roteglia, Reggio Emilia, north-
ern Italy, consisting of two units, com-

pany staff follows the entire productive 
process, from plant conceiving, to its graph-
ic (engineering) design, r ight up to its 
realization, assembly and final inspection at the
customer’s site.
While the company’s core business can be
identified with the engineering and manu-
facturing of machinery for complete glass
handling, the real attitude resides in the will 
to offer “ad hoc” solutions, able to satisfy the
most specific and particular detailed needs
of customers. 
Customer satisfaction is the stronghold 
that lies at the basis of Studio 1’s activity:
the company concentrates its attention on
client requests and on its own differentia-
tion, both for quality and specificity of the solu-
tions offered.
Besides standard production, the company is
specialized in the optimization of production
cycles. In fact, in order to be continuously aware
of market demands, it has created a technical serv-
ice able to optimize production processes even
on existing machines and plants, developing
and proposing concrete solutions utilizing the most
innovative technologies. Highly specialized
technical staff is able to design, update, construct

LOADING/UNLOADING/STORAGE MACHINE WITH SECTIONAL BOX AND RIGID BARS

Studio 1 proposes a loading/unloading/storage robot for flat
glass or for glass with an irregular surface, with a system of
storage sectional frames.
The ST1 ROB5/2 INVERTER robot for frame loading/ unloading,
can be utilized to store material coming from production lines

or to feed the same
material onto production
lines. The machine can be
provided with one or two
arms which, by means of
grippers, draw or deposit
the frames on storage
cars, after having filled or
emptied them. It is
possible to handle more
trays for bigger
productions.

The machine handles size changes automatically, by means of
electronic management recording production reports on PC.

Figures A, B and C - Double-arm robot for the
storage of screen printed glass sheets. 

Loading/unloading/storage machine with
sectional box and rigid bars

FIG. A

FIG. B

FIG. C
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ic machines; its transformation in 1990 into a
manufacturer of automatic plants, machines and
equipment for ceramic industry; its develop-
ment of new projects and solutions for glass
industry from 1996.
This chronology confirms the company’s objec-
tive, which is constantly oriented to growth, tech-
nological development and search for quality.
All these aims are combined with an open-
mindedness, which is oriented to progress.
In other words, Studio 1 is a “customer oriented”
activity, which offers each customer a tai-
lored plant and complete service, from design
to after-sales assistance.
The activity fulcrum and key of success are agili-
ty, dynamism and flexibility; in one word,
the capability to ride market changes. Studio
1 has based its success on its commitment, se-
riousness and correctness. These highly valued
elements determine customer satisfaction and,
consequently, gratification for the company.
Any future plans? The development, for the glass
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automatic machines accord-
ing to customers’ production
and/ or logistic needs.
The owner of the firm, Domenico
Lombardi, describes the initial idea marking the
founding of Studio 1 as follows: “I was led by
the wish of putting myself to the test, of constantly
looking for production cycle optimization, of
reaching complete efficiency, even on plants and
automation systems which have been designed
and constructed by others.” Lombardi adds
“Only in this way it is possible to offer a ‘plus’,
able to satisfy clients and to maximize the
energies involved. The secret of our activity is
the real abatement of waste, both in terms of pro-
duction and time. Eliminating waste obvious-
ly means reducing production costs and this is
what we try to communicate to our customers.”
Lombardi’s resolution and entrepreneurial
abilities have accompanied three noteworthy
stages of Studio 1’s growth: its establishment
in 1984 as an engineering office for automat-

CENTRING UNIT WITH ROUND BELTS AND TWO MOTOR DRIVES

Two motor drives, which ensure that glass moves forward
with perfect alignment to transport lines, and new electronic
device for material orientation.
This machine is able to straighten any size automatically and
to position the same perpendicularly to transport lines. It is
able to straighten glass without any contact with the
processed parts. This device can also be
used to obtain the opposite effect, i.e. to
angle special pieces, by giving them the
right inclination before glazing or other
treatment. The machine comprises:
• structure suitable for installation

directly onto the line;
• two direct current motors for speed

change;

• two step-by-step motors for automatic size adjustment;
• automatic size change;
• line speed control by Encoder;
• capacity: 200 pcs/min;
• electric panel and installation by programmable

microprocessor.

Figs. D+E - New
electronic device
for glass
orientation and
centring

FIG. D

FIG. E
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industry, of handling
systems for complete
productive cycles,
which allow the sup-
ply of automation
package turnkey solu-
tions, taking advan-
tage of the wide expe-
rience acquired in oth-
er industrial sectors.

COMPANY PRODUCTS
Flat glass loading/unloading machine
Among the company’s products there is an auto-
matic flat glass loading and unloading machine
(Figs. F, G and H), with a patented sectional
storage roller system. This machine can handle
products with different sizes, from 100 x 100 mil-
limetres to 1,000 x 1,000 millimetres. It can be
inserted in storage systems, and is  also able to
balance and compensate production, in case the
“upstream” automations have a non-equivalent
productive capacity in comparison with the
automations placed “downstream”.  ■

Figs. F, G and H
New loading/

unloading storage
machine with

sectional roller box
for flat glass handling

FIG. F

FIG. H

FIG. G

NEW LOADING/UNLOADING STORAGE MACHINE WITH 
SECTIONAL ROLLER BOX FOR FLAT GLASS HANDLING

Studio 1 designed and realized
this type of machine in order to
give a response and an alternative
to the ever increasing request and
need to have the maximum
flexibility when producing. The
most important characteristic
consists in the patented roller box
which, maintaining the concept of
the movable storage trays, is
realized with sectional rollers
automatically driven for flat glass
transportation.
The main advantages of this
system can be summarized as
follows:
1. reduced overall dimensions;
2. depending on thickness

variation of the pieces in
production, it is possible to
obtain boxes with higher or
lower useful light between
planes, by simply changing
only the rollers’ holding

frames utilizing the same
rollers;

3. the storage plane is never
subject to position change,
and, in this way, it is possible
to avoid rejects caused by
breakage, due to handling or
impurities that may fall onto
the pieces;

4. maintenance cost is almost
irrelevant, as in the case of
deformation of a roller for
anomalous causes. The
substitution of the damaged
roller is simple and immediate
and does not imply the change
of the whole section, but only
of the single roller.

This machine can be included in
the range of the most
technologically advanced
machines. The most widespread
use corresponds to loading-
unloading and storage phases. 
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